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About This Game

It is the year 522 AD and Valhonis Lionaire, the last remaining survivor of a brand of skilled warriors, has been chosen by the
king to carry out a quest.

In effort to reclaim a kingdom taken over by evil, Valhonis must vanquish the dragon that lies somewhere deep inside the castle.
However, this task won’t be easy as he will be faced with many obstacles along the way.

What will be his fate?

Game Features:

•Venture through the castle by locating keys that unlocks doors.
•Discover new areas.

•Fight enemies that lurk around every corner.
•Increase fighting abilities by obtaining spells and new weaponry along the way.
•Advance further into the castle by solving puzzles and overcoming obstacles.
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Title: Spellbind
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Point2Point Entertainment
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/VISTA/7/8

Processor: 2 Ghz processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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This game is REALLY fun. Please fix some online bugs tho.. Voice of narrator makes you to have ♥♥♥♥♥♥.. Excellent DLC.
The ship plays very similar to the original, uses the same sound effects, new remixed music is pretty good too. I would honestly
recommend all of the Capcom DLC to tell you the truth. If the price is not something that you like. Wait for a sale. It will drop
again very soon.. Sword of the New World, this game brings back so many aftk memories. It is still the only game on the market
that allows you to use up to three character at the times. It was my first game I discovered that you can go to bed and realize that
your character have level up.

Granted if your warrior didn't wander off and your scout was force to follow him in order to heal him >>. Very good music and
very good gameplay. Definetly worth the $2. Russian life Simulator is a small, short but still very fun for the small time you
need to complete the game.

it's an ironic game with funny and cool small references to the meme culture around Russia.
the game is quite new and is still developing, so i'll give it some time to fix some bugs and other things that need to be fixed.

it's a solid 7\/10
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quite challenging.. Again, I just have to repeat the review for the first two parts:
http://steamcommunity.com/profiles/76561198082017212/recommended/269250/
http://steamcommunity.com/profiles/76561198082017212/recommended/269250/

A very good and fitting ending to the story. Very nice way of portraying character evolution.

9/11 would short sell the moon again!

PS: Marco is tha bestest!!!. First impressions is that it seems like a fun and challenging game. A very steep learning curve. I'd
also recommend a controller highly, not sure if this is because i'm used to pressing space to jump but keyboard and pressing
either shift feels unnatural for me. Trying to use a Steam Controller with this and it's okay and works, but i'm sure it's more to
do with the actual controller rather than the game.

Gameplay is unique and a few minor bugs as you'd expect with an early access.

EDIT; Updated keyboard controls!. Super simple but quite challenging game, it's a mobile port but it's good if you are into this
type of time wasters :). quot;I'm Complex42, and this is my favorite game on Steam."
. I liked this DLC pack, but I hate how they tried to weasle out of not putting Magetta or Botamo in the game by having the
Piccolo vs Botamo fight happen off screen, and their excuse for Magetta not showing up which was Champa insulting him.

(Also give us Rose Black and Zamasu already. Hue.). Even a dark void has a beginning and this one is distinctly 8-bit in flavour.

If your palete is man enough to take it, ingest freely my friends.. Only 3 levels in, not bad so far.

The few problems I have so far is that;

The mouse is off in the main menu in 1920x1080

You can't change the volume of the main menu

The hint signs don't change if you have a controller plugged in

Sometimes upon landing on a dissolving platform you don't get a double jump

No way to switch weapons without using the e key, and no option to change that key in the keybinds. Despite being
tagged as a puzzle game there is very little in the way of puzzle content here, its far more about reflexes and keeping
your cool as you move around as fast as you can. It can be a lot of fun for something so simple.

Levels start to get more complex, and a little more frustrating, but largely the difficulty ramps up quite well... Until level
76.

I not only finished the levels but got best time on all of them I unlocked, but level 76 is so far beyond my skill I couldnt
get half way through it in countless attempts. There is no variation of paths on it, its one spiral route you have to follow
with precise timing and it goes on for two or three times the length most levels are set to.

Nice while it lasted, but killed by a difficulty spike that went from tough to beat, to completely pointless to continue
trying.
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(I can forget about the achievements. I dont know whether to be impressed or worried by the fact some have managed to
get them all.). If this game had been born as a stand up ,circa gauntlet,...you would have walked into the arcade,
bar,restaurant,gas station ,etc... with some type of self defense tool...as you might just need it.

Today,lol...in the privacy of your own homes...you can only cut throat your friends,(or other random people that you
allow into your own home).,,which...while there may be a few more laughs...they probably know where you keep your
cutlery...tools...stairs...etc...

In conclusion...

CMYW NEEDS an online presence...

a place where several unfamiliar triangles can choose to work together or plot each other's doom.

Oh...Squeaky Smurf brought me here.
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